
Nestle Malaysia’s Business Model

• Nestle Malaysia is in the consumer staples 
industry

• Demand is steady in most years, but growth is slower 
than most other sectors

• Steady EPS = Steady dividends

• Hence, investors treat Nestle’s dividend like a 
bond interest yield

• Due to its earnings stability, investors bid up the 
share price to its current dividend yield of 2%.  
(i.e. 50x PE)

• Sales breakdown
• 50% Milo, 30% Maggi, 15% Nescafe and the rest 

mostly Kit Kat. 

• Others misc: negligible % of sales

• Sales channel
• Production (factories) -> Distribution (logistics) -> 

Retail (stores, online, marketing) 
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STRENGTHS
• Strong distribution channel

• 80% of distributors only distribute Nestle products, i.e. no 
competition

• Remaining 20% of distributors are the largest Malaysian 
distributors, e.g. Thong Thye Siang

• Strong brand heritage (drink Milo when young, drink 
Nescafe when old)

• Best talent sourcing company in Malaysia F&B industry with 
very high employee retention rate

WEAKNESSES
• Saturation of local market

• Most of their sales come from Maggi & Milo (80% of revenue), 
both of which already have high market share

• Future revenue growth is difficult

• High Valuations
• At 50x FY19 historical P/E, and with low growth expectations, 

the stock is probably quite fairly valued 
• Valuation risk is high if things don’t go according to plan

• Concentration of sales from two products
• The majority of Nestle’s revenue comes from only two 

products, i.e. Maggi & Milo
• It will be difficult for a new product, e.g. Nescafe-Starbucks 

collaboration, to match existing revenues from Maggi + Milo. 

THREATS
• Demographic risk to Milo

• Most Milo consumers tend to be in the older demographic, 
while younger consumers are gradually more health-
conscious

• Nestle has identified that consumption of Milo will drop in 
the long-term, and has not found a suitable revenue 
replacement yet

• Milo consumers tend to be Malays, and their population 
growth is slowing compared to before, which implies slower 
future revenue growth from Milo.

OPPORTUNITIES
• Capacity expansion

• Nestle can ramp up investments to produce more factories that 
will meet increasing demand from population growth

• New products
• New venture with Starbucks (i.e. Via instant coffee & Starbucks 

Nespresso pods), could eventually offer a third alternative to 
Milo & Maggi as a potential new revenue stream 

• Coffee is a huge market, and this collaboration with Starbucks 
could potentially be enormous if executed successfully 
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Nestle Malaysia’s 
Profit & Capital 
Position 
(2006 - 6M20)
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Nestle Malaysia’s 
Performance
(2006 - 6M20)
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Main financial 
observations• Sales growth has stagnated, along with Net Profit growth

• Hence, 50x PE cannot be justified without a change in historical expectations

• Fortunately, selling & distribution expenses as a % of revenue has not risen dramatically

• This means that excessive marketing efforts (e.g. promotions & advertising) are not masking negative organic sales growth – as is 
the case with most declining businesses.

• However, it also likely means that Nestle Malaysia hasn’t yet taken advantage of Internet marketing channels (e.g. social media,
youtube ads), which tend to have lower marketing costs vs legacy marketing channels.

• Negative cash conversion cycle
• Nestle is collecting cash from customers before paying suppliers. This means approximately RM 500M of working 

capital (vs 2Q20 Total Equity of RM 632M) can be released in the form of dividends for investment elsewhere. 

• It also means bankruptcy risk is reasonably low. 

• Margins (gross, operating, net) and ROI indicators (ROA, ROIC, ROE) have all been stagnant for the past 5 years:
• Implying inability to adapt to the changing retail environment (e.g. taking advantage of the Internet’s lower advertising 

costs); or

• Business is still growing organically, but e-commerce has been eroding CPG’s branding moat (e.g. Kraft-Heinz).

• In CPG (consumer packaged goods), successful branding efforts over the past 5 years should have lead to higher ROI 
indicators (e.g. Coca Cola, Tealive), which is still not yet evident from Nestle Malaysia’s results.

• Consistent 100% dividend payout over the past 5 years seems to lend support to the assertion that further 
reinvestment is no longer fruitful. 
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Conclusion

• The apt comparison to draw is that Nestle Malaysia’s stock has fixed income 
characteristics: 
• i.e. low risk of principal loss, reliable & relatively fixed coupon payments, negligible upside

• Due to the absence of growth, improving ROI, or new avenues for business expansion 

• there are very little opportunities for an ex-ante surprise to the upside

• Also taking into account the steady nature of the business

• You may consider buying the stock today, if: 
• you want equity exposure in your portfolio (in particular, exposure to consumer staples); 

and 

• you are comfortable with an “average” 2% yield

• Otherwise, it is likely you can find better risk:reward elsewhere. 
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